Just a few words to thank you for the time Maya and I spent with you.
Though the commute was difficult at the beginning, Maya and I adjusted very quickly and started
enjoying our daily trip – especially when we started listening to her CDs. Now every morning she wants
to come, she gets her hat and heads to the car.
I started seeing some improvements in the way Maya is interacting with us – actually many of our
friends who saw her “before and after” are impressed by the change in how she looks at them or greets
them. I’ve also noticed that she plays more spontaneously, she goes by herself to get her toys – mostly
puzzles. Pointing and choosing from two items were very hard to teach (over the last six years), but
were unblocked during the very first weeks. She also takes her shoes off at the front door now and puts
her jacket on the hook, she is even starting to participate in cleaning up after meals. After treatment
session # 32 Maya said “ je t’aime” to me for the first time ever!!
Several months later we took a family vacation with Maya on a plane and bus without any issues. She
was simply blossoming during those 7 days. She is now comfortable swimming and riding a two wheel
bike, before she did not have enough balance or coordination to do these activities. She is extremely
happy doing these things.
Last week I met with the school, they are all unanimous, “you would think that you’re dealing with
another kid” she has changed so much. This year she took part in her class performance where as last
year she had to be removed from the program. Another addition I would like to mention to you is the
IPAD ….This is a tremendous tool I’d recommend to every parent who has been struggling with finding a
way to engage their kid. Now she understands a great deal more – even things we didn’t suspect that
she could understand and she is “very aware” and alert. She has an outstanding memory of people and
places – typical, right? But above all she is cooperative on everything, even going to the dentist and
before this was a huge mental and physical struggle. This was a big success!!
I can go on with more examples please share this with anyone who it can help or who wants to try
hyperbaric oxygen therapy..… I’ll continue to spread the good news.
With my heartfelt thanks for the smiles, encouragements, and great work!!
Marie, parent of a child diagnosed on the Autistic Spectrum with language delay)
80 sessions in a 2 ½ year period.

